Abstract-We show that measurements of time-varying mobile radio channels obtained with uncalibrated correlative channel sounders are affected by four different types of systematic errors (commutation, pulse-compression, aliasing, and misinterpretation error). We analyze these errors and provide upper error bounds that are formulated in terms of channel and sounder parameters. Based on these error bounds, we provide guidelines for a judicious choice of important sounder parameters. Computer simulations using a simple two-path channel illustrate our theoretical results. Finally, we show how our results can be used to assess the accuracy of measured channel data.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CCURATE measurements of mobile radio channels are vital for the design, simulation, and performance evaluation of mobile radio systems [1] . Due to higher data rates and multiple access techniques, most wireless systems are wideband [2] . Thus, it has become necessary and common to use wideband channel sounders [3] - [6] .
There are essentially three popular types of channel sounders [4] - [6] : 1) pseudonoise (PN) sequence correlation sounders; 2) swept time-delay cross-correlation sounders; and 3) chirp sounders. 1 These sounders are based on correlation/pulse-compression techniques and on the assumption that the channel does not change during a measurement period, i.e., that it is quasitime-invariant (quasi-static). However, increasingly higher carrier frequencies result in larger Doppler shifts and thus in faster channel variations. These channel variations cause several different types of systematic errors in the sounder measurements.
Unfortunately, the usual rule of thumb-namely, that the channel can be viewed as effectively time-invariant if the sounding period is much smaller than the reciprocal of the maximum Doppler shift-does not provide a quantitative characterization of the measurement errors actually incurred during a specific measurement campaign. In this paper, we will show that the total measurement error consists of four different components, and we will provide a quantitative analysis of each error component in terms of upper error bounds. These error bounds are practically useful since they allow to assess the accuracy of measured channel data and provide guidelines for a judicious choice of sounder parameters.
It appears that only one of the systematic errors to be discussed here has been recognized in the past. This error is not due to time variations of the channel but to imperfect correlation/pulse-compression properties of the transmit and receive filters. Practical channel sounders often attempt to compensate for this error via back-to-back calibration. While calibrated sounders are not considered in this paper, we showed in [7] that in the case of time-varying channels conventional calibration suffers from systematic errors as well. In [7] , an improved calibration method that is more immune to time variations is also proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews some relevant channel descriptions. Section III presents a unified mathematical formulation of popular correlative channel sounding techniques. Section IV shows the existence of four types of systematic measurement errors of correlative channel sounders in the case of time-varying channels. Section V develops bounds on these errors. Guidelines for a judicious choice of important sounder parameters are provided in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII our theoretical findings are illustrated by computer simulations and their use in assessing the accuracy of measured channel data is demonstrated.
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF MOBILE RADIO CHANNELS
In this section, we review some descriptions of mobile radio channels. Fig. 1(a) shows a block diagram of the channel considered. It consists of a modulator (carrier frequency ), an ideal transmitter bandpass filter (bandwidth ), a time-varying RF link (localized about and not necessarily bandlimited), a receiver bandpass filter (again ideal with bandwidth ), and a demodulator. These system components are subsumed by an equivalent bandlimited complex baseband channel . The time-varying transfer functions (to be defined further below) of the radio link and the equivalent baseband channel are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. 
A. System Functions
The equivalent complex baseband channel is a linear, timevarying (LTV) system. This LTV system can be characterized by its kernel that relates the input and the output [see Fig. 1 (a)] as 2 (1) In mobile radio applications, the term impulse response usually refers to the channel's input delay spread function [8] defined as . Alternatively, the output delay spread function [8] can be used. These functions are related by simple coordinate transforms (2) The Fourier transform of with respect to is referred to as time-varying frequency response or time-varying transfer function [8] , [9] . It allows to rewrite the input-output relation (1) as
where denotes the Fourier transform of . The frequency-dependent modulation function [8] (4) is an alternative definition of a time-varying transfer function. Both and are special cases of the generalized Weyl symbol [10] and reduce to the ordinary transfer function in the case of time-invariant systems. In [11] - [15] , a transfer function calculus for the generalized Weyl symbol has been established; this calculus is closely related to our analysis of measurement errors in Section V. 2 Unless indicated otherwise, integrals and sums are from 01 to 1. [10] .
B. Delay-Doppler Moments and Underspread Channels
It is common practice to distinguish between underspread and overspread channels (or targets, in a radar context), depending on the delays and Doppler shifts introduced by the channel [11] - [19] . Usually, this distinction is based on the assumption that the spreading function has compact support with maximum excess delay and maximum Doppler frequency shift , i.e., for . The underspread property then means [11] - [19] . An alternative concept of underspread channels requires certain normalized moments of the spreading function to be small [12] , [14] , [15] The underspread property then means that these moments (or specific products thereof) are 1 [12] , [14] , [15] .
The channel parameters in (8)-(13) will be used in Section V for the formulation of quantitative bounds on measurement errors. While their exact calculation would require perfect knowledge of the channel, in typical practical situations they can be coarsely determined by physical considerations (propagation environment, vehicle speed, etc.) or estimated from measurements (see Section VII-C).
III. CORRELATIVE CHANNEL SOUNDING METHODS
Whereas correlative sounding methods for mobile radio channels are usually described under the assumption of quasi-timeinvariance [4] - [6] , we here place them in a unifying mathematical framework for time-varying channels [7] . Most channel sounding methods are motivated by correlative identification techniques for time-invariant systems that are based on the following premises:
• In the noise-free 4 case, a single measurement suffices since the channel does not change over time.
• Channel and receive filter commute, so that the "effective" sounding signal is determined by the series connection of transmit and receive filter (see Section III-B). Unfortunately, for time-varying channels these assumptions do not hold, i.e., channel and receive filter do not commute and multiple measurements are required to track the channel variations. This results in systematic measurement errors that will be analyzed in Sections IV and V.
A. Idealized Impulse Channel Sounder
The simplest channel sounder [20] uses an impulse train with sounding period as transmit signal so that the channel output is a superposition of "slices" of the kernel in (1), (14) This idealized channel sounder is a special case of the generic channel sounder model shown in Fig. 2 , with transmit and receive filters (the identity operator) so that and . If the maximum channel delay satisfies , then the th block of the output signal (the th "channel snapshot") can be shown [20] to equal the output delay spread function 5 at time (15) where for and otherwise. In practice, most sounder types record only every th snapshot , so that the repetition period of the measurements is
. If in addition to , the channel satisfies , then the complete impulse response can be recovered without any error by interpolating between successive measurements [20] , (16) where . For convenience, this transformation of -alignment of the channel snapshots and interpolation-will be denoted by the operator , i.e., (17) Hence, (16) can be compactly written as (see Fig. 2) 
B. Generic Channel Sounder Model
While being conceptually simple, the idealized sounder is impractical since the impulse-train sounding signal has a prohibitively large (theoretically infinite) crest factor. It has thus become common to employ correlation/pulse-compression techniques. Fig. 2 shows a generic correlative channel sounder. The sounding signal is given by (18) where is the sounding period, is the impulse response of the linear, time-invariant (LTI) transmit filter , and denotes convolution. At the receiver, the channel output signal is passed through an LTI receive filter with impulse response , which results in the signal
Comparison with (14) shows that correlative channel sounding can also be viewed as idealized (i.e., impulse-train) sounding of the composite channel . Finally, estimates of the channel output delay spread function at , , are obtained from according to (15 (21) Proper operation of the correlative channel sounder requires 6 , since then . This means that the effective sounding signal is an impulse train whereas the actual sounding signal [see (18) ] can have a small crest factor. Note that this argument is based on the commutation of channel and receive filter and thus no longer holds for timevarying channels (see Section IV).
Subsequently, we discuss the three most common channel sounders within our general framework.
• Correlation Sounder. While all sounders considered here use correlation techniques, the term correlation sounder is usually reserved for sounders using a transmit pulse (22) 6 Note that it is actually sufficient to require (r 3g)(t) B sinc(B(t 0t ))
since only a bandlimited portion (with bandwidth B) of the channel is measured.
where is a PN sequence and is the (typically rectangular) chip pulse of length . The length of is thus . The receive filter is usually (23) and thus has the same length .For sufficiently large, the resulting virtual sounding signal in (21) approximates an impulse train over the bandwidth . Sounding sequences other than PN sequences and mismatched receive filters have also been proposed [22] - [26] ; these variants still fit into our generic sounder model.
• Swept Time-Delay Cross-Correlator (STDCC). Whereas the correlation sounder described above requires a sampling rate of to obtain a delay resolution of , the STDCC allows to obtain the same resolution with a sampling rate of only where typically [1] , [27] . The price paid is a reduced channel tracking ability. In practical implementations, the receiver uses a dilated version of the transmitted PN sequence such that the receive filter is longer than the transmit filter by , i.e.,
. The repetition period is here defined as with the slip rate . The resulting estimate of the output delay spread function at time and delay is Since , the STDCC is significantly more sensitive to time variations of the channel than a conventional PN correlation sounder with small .
• Chirp Sounder. Here, the transmit filter is given by for and the receive filter equals [28] . The resulting virtual sounding signal in (21) approximates an impulse train within the band . Improved pulse-compression properties can be obtained by using nonrectangular (e.g., Gaussian) envelopes for and [29] .
IV. MEASUREMENT ERRORS
For time-invariant channels, the sounding techniques described above are theoretically exact (assuming perfect pulse compression). However, for time-varying channels they are affected by systematic measurement errors that will be identified and analyzed in this section [7] .
The overall measurement error is given by the difference between the measurement in (19) and the desired true impulse response . We will now show that this error can be decomposed as (24) with being the commutation error, the pulsecompression error, the aliasing error, and the misinterpretation error. These four error components will be defined and discussed in the following. 1) Recall that the actual ordering of transmit filter, channel, and receive filter is whereas correlative sounding assumes the virtual ordering , i.e., commutation of and . Unfortunately, a time-varying channel does not commute with and thus , which causes the commutation error (25) Here, the system is the commutator [30] of receive filter and channel . Note that and thus only for an LTI channel .
2) Imperfect pulse-compression properties of transmit and receive filter-i.e., or , and hence -lead to the pulse-compression error
This error also occurs in the time-invariant case. Usually, one attempts to reduce it via back-to-back calibration. However, for time-varying channels conventional calibration is also affected by systematic errors [7] . 3) For channels with maximum delay , subsequent channel snapshots will overlap (aliasing in the delay domain). For channels with maximum Doppler shift , the channel variation is insufficiently tracked (aliasing in the Doppler domain). These two error mechanisms are combined in the aliasing error (28) which is the deviation of the channel estimate obtained with the idealized channel sounder (i.e., perfect pulse compression),
, from the true output delay spread function . Via the Fourier transform relation (6) , an estimate of the channel's spreading function can be obtained from as 7 (see Appendix C)
where is the indicator function of the delayDoppler region 7 A similar result was obtained in a speech analysis context in [31] . 29) we have and thus , i.e., (this result was previously derived in [20] ). Note that the condition (29) for perfect identification requires , i.e., an underspread channel as defined in Section II-B. 4) Finally, the measured function is typically used as an estimate of the impulse response whereas according to Subsection III-A it is rather an estimate of the output delay spread function . This corresponds to the misinterpretation error (30) Misinterpretation can easily be avoided by correctly interpreting the measurement as an estimate of or via the conversion [see (2)]. It is readily checked that the sum of the four error components is indeed equal to the total measurement error , as was stated in (24) . In a similar way, the difference between the measured function in (20) and the desired time-varying transfer function can be written as
with being a time-frequency representation of the error component .
V. E RROR BOUNDS
Next, we present a quantitative analysis of the error components and via upper bounds on specific error norms [7] . These bounds are formulated in terms of important channel and sounder parameters. We note that for arbitrary norms , application of the triangle inequality to (24) and (31) gives and respectively. Thus, our upper bounds on the error components and also yield upper bounds on the total errors and , respectively. Furthermore, due to the Fourier transform relating and , there is
A. Commutation Error Bounds
We first consider the commutation error in (25) . Whereas is generally nonzero for an LTV channel , it was shown in [12] , [13] that for jointly underspread [12] , [13] there is , which entails . Indeed, we show in Appendix A that for 8 the magnitude of the commutation error at is upper bounded as 9 ( 34) where (35) is the mean duration of the receive filter and is the channel's mean Doppler shift as defined in (10) .
Since the postprocessing operator incorporates the window [see (17) ], it follows that is nonzero only for and hence for arbitrary . Together with (34), this yields the bounds (36)
For typical receive filters that have constant envelope within the interval and are zero otherwise, . Hence, the above bounds imply that if the product of the channel's mean Doppler shift and the receive filter's duration is small, the commutation error will be small too. We note that the requirement of small conflicts with the desire to use large filter lengths in order to obtain better pulse-compression properties (see Sections V-B and VI-A).
In order to obtain further bounds, we assume that and , which means that the idealized measurements of the composite channels and feature no aliasing errors. With this assumption, one can show that (38) 8 The assumption T T means that subsequent transmit pulses do not overlap. If this is not the case, the bound remains valid if kgk is replaced by kxk . 9 Note that this can be equivalently formulated as an upper bound on ke (mT ; 1)k =s u p je (mT ;)j since (34) is valid for all .A similar remark applies to several subsequent bounds.
(39) with as defined in (13) . A proof of the first bound is provided in Appendix A. Using (32) and (33), it further follows that these bounds also apply to the and norms of , i.e.,
B. Pulse-Compression Error Bounds
Next, we consider the pulse-compression error as defined in (27) . As noted previously, the transmit and receive filters are required to yield good pulse compression, i.e., , only within the measurement band . This is reflected by the following error bounds. In particular, it is shown in Appendix B that the magnitude of at is upper bounded as 
where , and
For typical correlation or chirp sounders, these error bounds will decrease with increasing transmit/receive filter length. The above error bounds (just as the pulse-compression error itself) do not depend on the channel and are valid for time-varying and time-invariant channels.
C. Aliasing Error Bounds
The aliasing error in (28) will be nonzero unless the condition (29) for perfect identification is met. In Appendix C, the following bounds 10 (8)- (11), and it is assumed that [recall that is the reference delay occurring in the definition of and , see (8) , (9)]. Furthermore, it follows with (32) and (33) that the corresponding transfer function error is bounded as
In the error bounds , the term corresponds to aliasing with respect to (i.e., overlapping snapshots) and the term corresponds to aliasing with respect to (i.e., insufficient channel tracking). The values of and in relation to and determine which aliasing type dominates the bounds. A balanced choice of that minimizes will be described in Section VI-B.
The above bounds are convenient in that they depend only on and and thus do not require a more detailed characterization of the channel. On the other hand, for the same reason they tend to be rather loose.
D. Misinterpretation Error Bounds
Finally, we consider the misinterpretation error as defined in (30) . In [12] it was shown that the corresponding transfer function difference is bounded as It can be shown similarly that is bounded as
[the second bound follows with (33)]. These bounds involve the channel's mean delay-Doppler products as defined in (12) and (13); these will be small for underspread channels. Of course, the bounds do not depend on any sounding parameters or on the sounding method itself. As was mentioned in Section IV, the effect of misinterpretation can easily be avoided by converting the estimate according to .
VI. CHOICE OF SOUNDER PARAMETERS
Based on the above error bounds, we next present guidelines for the choice of two important sounder parameters: transmit/receive filter length and sounding period.
A. Choice of the Filter Length
We first consider the filter length (note that the transmit and receive filter lengths are assumed equal). In Sections V-A and V-B, it was shown that the commutation error increases with increasing filter length whereas the pulse-compression error usually decreases with increasing filter length. Thus, the choice of the filter length corresponds to a tradeoff between small commutation error and small pulse-compression error.
In what follows, we will calculate the filter length that minimizes an upper bound on the sum of commutation error and pulse-compression error. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to correlation sounders, i.e., sounders using PN sequences [see (22) and (23) 
B. Choice of the Sounding Period
According to Section V-C, the sounding period and the repetition factor are the sounder parameters that determine the aliasing error. Using (47) and (48) with (similar results exist for arbitrary but are more difficult to interpret), it follows that the bounds and on the aliasing error are minimized (for fixed ) by choosing the sounding period as (52) The resulting minimum value of is (53) For an interpretation, we recall from Section V-C that the aliasing error is caused by aliasing in the delay variable and aliasing in the Doppler variable. The sounding periods achieve an optimal balance between the terms and in the bounds (47), (48) that are associated to these two aliasing mechanisms. Furthermore, (53) shows that is determined by the product of and ; it will thus be small if the channel is underspread. Of course, in practice other criteria not considered in our optimization (like computational or storage requirements) may suggest to use sounding periods different from or .
VII. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
We next present computer experiments illustrating our theoretical results, and we demonstrate how our results can be used to assess the accuracy of measured data.
A. Measurement Errors for a Simulated Channel
In our first experiment, we simulated the sounding of a synthetic two-path channel with carrier frequency 1.8 GHz. The baseband channel's impulse response is (54) This channel consists of a direct path with constant amplitude and a second path with delay s and sinusoidally varying amplitude with peak amplitude . The Doppler shift was varied between 0.1 and 1000 Hz, corresponding to a velocity ranging from 0.06 to 600 km/h. We assumed a correlation sounder using a PN sequence of length and repetition factor . With the sampling frequency (double measurement bandwidth ) assumed as 10 MHz, the duration of the PN sequence ( filter length sounding period) is s. In this example, the aliasing error is zero since with s, Hz, s, and condition (29) is satisfied. The other three error components and their upper bounds are compared for various values of in Fig. 3 . The short PN sequence caused the pulse-compression error to dominate. The maximum integrated pulse-compression error and the corresponding upper bound according to (41) were calculated as and , respectively, independently of [see Fig. 3(b) ]. The maximum integrated commutation error and the corresponding upper bound according to (36) are shown in Fig. 3(a) as a function of . Similarly, the maximum integrated misinterpretation error and the corresponding upper bound according to (49) are shown in Fig. 3(c) . It is seen that the commutation and misinterpretation errors and the corresponding upper bounds grow with increasing ; however, in this example the misinterpretation error always stays well below the commutation and pulse-compression errors.
The total error and the associated bound are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Comparing with Fig. 3 , we see that whereas up to about Hz the (constant) pulse-compression error dominates, for Hz the commutation error dominates. For comparison, Fig. 4(b) shows the total error and corresponding bound when the same two-path channel is sounded with a PN sequence of length . It is seen that the value of where the commutation error starts to dominate has dropped to about 50 Hz. This confirms our result [see (51)] that for different maximum Doppler shifts different values of are preferable. The choice of for a given is considered in the next subsection.
B. Choice of Filter Length for the Simulated Channel
Our next experiment investigates the influence of the transmit/receive filter length (equivalently, PN sequence length) on the measurement accuracy, and illustrates the fact that a good choice of the PN sequence length balances commutation error and pulse-compression error. We sounded the same two-path channel as in the previous section, with Hz, using PN sequences of length with . Fig. 5 shows the maximum magnitude of the commutation error, , of the pulse-compression error, , and of their sum, , as a function of .It is seen that these errors are best balanced for since features a pronounced minimum at this point. This agrees with our theoretical guideline (51) which also yields . Table I contrasts the PN sequence length according to (51), , with the truly optimum PN sequence length (hereafter denoted ) for a variety of Doppler frequencies. Note that minimizes the actual sum of commutation error and pulse-compression error whereas minimizes just the corresponding upper bound (see the analysis in Section VI-A). Furthermore, whereas calculation of according to (51) only requires knowledge of , calculation of requires complete knowledge of the channel's impulse response. Nevertheless, it is seen that our guideline almost always agrees with . 
C. Evaluation of Measurements
In order to demonstrate the use of our error bounds for assessing the accuracy of existing measurements, we analyzed measurement results obtained with a RUSK XL channel sounder [25] . The carrier frequency was 1.8 GHz. The receiver part of the sounder was located in a vehicle that moved with average velocity 5.9 km/h (corresponding to a Doppler shift of 9.83 Hz) through a typical suburban environment. The sampling frequency (double measurement bandwidth ) was 10 MHz, corresponding to a delay resolution of 0.1 s. Each impulse response snapshot consisted of 1024 samples (corresponding to sounding period s), which was also the length of the transmit and receive filters. The repetition factor was so that ms. The measured data were used to compute an estimate of the channel's spreading function, an estimated delay profile , and an estimated Doppler profile . The latter two functions are shown in Fig. 6 . These quantities were used to derive the following channel parameters [see (8) , (10), (12) with replaced by ]: s, Hz, and . With these channel parameter estimates and the sounder parameters specified further above, we obtained the upper error bounds (commutation error), (pulse-compression error), (aliasing error), and (misinterpretation error). The bound and suggest that commutation error and pulse-compression error are well balanced. Indeed, the transmit/receive filter length used, , equals as obtained from (51). The large bound suggests large aliasing errors. Since , these aliasing errors cannot be due to an overlap of successive snapshots but must be due to the repetition rate being too small to properly track the channel's time variations. Indeed, Hz is quite close to the double mean Doppler shift Hz. The corresponding aliasing effects are also visible in the measured Doppler profile in Fig. 6(b) . The aliasing error can be reduced by using a shorter sounding period and/or a smaller repetition factor . Setting for example , (52) yields the sounding period s, which would reduce the aliasing error bound to about (i.e., by a factor of 64). However, this choice of and requires faster data acquisition.
Finally, the bound suggests that compared to the other error components, the misinterpretation error is negligible. Thus, the measured channel snapshots can be used equally well as estimates of or .
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Based on a unified mathematical framework for (uncalibrated) channel sounders, we analyzed the systematic errors that arise in the sounding of time-varying mobile radio channels. We identified four different error components and developed upper bounds for each of them. These error bounds show that systematic measurement errors will be small if the channel is underspread and if the sounder parameters are properly chosen. The error bounds also lead to guidelines for a judicious choice of sounder parameters. Our theoretical results were illustrated by numerical simulations and their usefulness in assessing the accuracy of existing channel measurements was demonstrated. We note that an analysis of calibrated channel sounders and an improved calibration technique are presented in [7] .
APPENDIX A PROOF OF COMMUTATION ERROR BOUNDS
We shall first prove the error bound in (34). With (25) and (17) , and assuming ,wehave
where we used ,
, and due to . With the twisted convolution [12] , [32] (56) and the fact that since is time-invariant, can be bounded as follows:
Here, we used and the definitions of and . Inserting (57) in (55), we finally obtain (34), Next, we prove the bound on in (38), under the assumptions and . With (25) , this entails Using (56) and the fact that since is time-invariant, we obtain where in the last step we used the bound (57) on . This completes the proof of (38).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PULSE-COMPRESSION ERROR BOUNDS
We first prove the bound (40). With (26) , (17) , , and (3), we obtain Using that since and are time-invariant, that for due to the bandlimitation of [see Fig. 1(a) 
